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A team from Higher Education Com-
mission, Office of Research, Innovation 
and Commercialization visited Capital 

University of Science and Technology, 
Islamabad in a response to CUST-ORIC 
recognition application on August 25, 
2023. 
On arrival, the HEC team met Dr. Man-
soor Ahmed, Vice Chancellor CUST. 
The Vice Chancellor cogently articulat-
ed them about the University academic 
and administrative operations. After the 
meeting with Vice Chancellor, the HEC 
team attended a presentation session. 
The presentation entails CUST Aca-
demics, Statutory Bodies, Quality Man-
agement System, CUST-ORIC Policies, 
Operations, Achievement and Strategic 
Plan from 2022-2026. Director ORIC 
briefed about the modalities to achieve 
the targets which are quite align with the 
HEC ORIC KPIs.
After the presentation session, the HEC 
team visited the Research Group Labs 

and Incubation Centers in which they 
interacted with the students and fac-
ulty regarding their research projects. 

Thereafter, the team visited CUST-
ORIC office and appraised the docu-

mentation related to Patent filing and 
Commercialization. The Director ORIC 
substantiated their queries and inqui-
ries with relevant documents. 

While concluding the visit, Head of the 
HEC team acknowledged and appreci-
ated the magnanimity of the resources, 
operations and management capabili-
ties which are pretty good and synchro-
nized in order to advance the mission 
and objectives of the university and 
ORIC. The HEC team also appreciated 

the efforts of management, faculty and 
ORIC to conduct the visit in a proficient 
manner.  

HEC Visited CUST-ORIC for Accreditation 

Foreign Delegation Visited CUST to Discuss Erasmus Plus Digi Health Project 
Under the Erasmus Plus Digi Health 
Project, a number of meetings were 
held between March 06 and 09, 2023 at 
NUST and CUST jointly. The teams from 
University of Gent, Belgium, University 
of Lyon, France and University of Man-
golia participated remotely. Whereas 

the teams from University of Northum-
bria, UK, University of Huddersfield, 
UK, Chiang Mai University, Thailand, 
Chaing Rai University, Thailand, attend-
ed the meeting at NUST and CUST. 
After the project meeting, foreign dele-
gates were taken to a comprehensive 

tour of the campus. The guests were im-
pressed with the modern infrastructure 
and state-of-the-art equipment that is 
available to students in labs. The foreign 
guests left with a positive impression of 
the university.
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TREE PLANTATION DRIVE 
Association of Civil Engineers, in col-
laboration with American Society of 
Civil Engineers (ASCE) Capital Chapter 
and Directorate of Sustainability and 
Environment (DSE) conducted a tree 
plantation drive on World Water Day 
2023 with an aim to promote environ-
mental sustainability and addressing 
various ecological challenges. Such 
initiatives involve the deliberate plant-
ing and nurturing of trees in designated 
areas to restore and enhance the nat-
ural environment. Students and faculty 

from different departments had partici-
pated. Tree plantation drive was mainly 
done in university ground. Participants, 
equipped with shovels and gloves were 
actively engaged in the tree planting 
process. They followed proper planting 
techniques, including digging appro-
priate-sized pits, placing the saplings 
in the pits, and backfilling the soil while 
ensuring proper alignment and firm-
ness. Experts and volunteers provided 
guidance and assistance to ensure that 
correct planting methods were em-
ployed. Once the saplings were plant-
ed, participants diligently watered the 
newly planted trees.

Association of Civil Engineers, in col-
laboration with American Society of 
Civil Engineers (ASCE) Capital Chap-
ter and Directorate of Sustainability 
and Environment (DSE), successfully 
conducted a cycling event to promote 
cycling culture, fitness, sustainable 
transportation, and raising awareness 
about the benefits of cycling. The event 
attracted cycling enthusiasts includ-
ing students from various departments 
and participants of all ages who came 
together to celebrate the joy of cycling 
and advocate for a healthier and more 
environmentally friendly lifestyle. A well-
planned cycling route was organized, 
taking into consideration safety, scenic 
views, and convenience for participants 
aspects. Participants embarked on the 

cycling journey, enjoying the camarade-
rie and the thrill of riding together. The 

positions for the winners were also an-
nounced.

EVENT FOR THE PROMOTION OF CYCLING CULTURE

VIS Directorate organized

First Aid Training 
On January 05 and 06, 2023 the VIS 
Directorate at CUST orchestrated 
a thorough two-day first aid training 
program in collaboration with the es-
teemed Pakistan Red Crescent So-
ciety. In a proactive endeavor to en-
hance safety awareness, the training 
initiative was ignited by requests from 
Faculty of Pharmacy and Department 
of Mechanical Engineering. The ses-
sions aimed to equip participants with 
essential First Aid skills, reflecting the 
commitment of the university towards 
fostering a prepared and secure envi-
ronment. 
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A delegation from Capital University of 
Science & Technology, Islamabad vis-
ited National Institute of Health (NIH), 
Islamabad on September 15, 2023 to 
sign an MOU. The delegation had a 
productive discussion on industry ac-
ademia linkages to formalize collabo-
ration between CUST and NIH and to 
make it more sustainable. 
Both parties showed keen interest to col-
laborate in the areas of mutual interest 
and to facilitate each other in Students 
Internships, R&D Projects, Labs and 
Testing Facilities, Vaccination Develop-
ment and Advances in Diagnostic Tech-
niques. It was also highlighted that both 
parties will collaborate and discover the 
opportunities for the Commercialization 

of Technology with a greater sense of 
commitment and responsiveness. In 
the concluding remarks both parties ex-

pressed that the signing ceremony is a 
valuable step in advancing our mutual 
goals, provision of synergistic solutions 
that add value to the healthcare system 
in Pakistan and its readiness to respond 
health challenges.  

MoU Signing Ceremony between CUST and NIH, Islamabad 

Awareness Seminar on 
‘Study in Germany’

ELIC conducted a seminar on ‘Paki-
stan to Germany Studies’ was held on 
February 28, 2023. The seminar aimed 
to inform students about studying in 
Germany, including admission, visa, 
and living expenses. It attracted many 
students from various departments. 
Major General Shaukat, Head of P2GS 
organization, conducted the seminar, 
providing an overview of German high-

er education and opportunities for Paki-
stani students. The engaged audience 
asked insightful questions during the 
event, gaining insights into the chal-
lenges and opportunities for Pakistani 
students studying in Germany. It em-
phasized the importance of language 
skills and financial support for student 
success.

A delegation from Secours Islamique 
France (SIF) led by Dr. Altaf Abro, Head 
of Mission SIF, visited Capital Univer-
sity of Science and Technology, Islam-
abad on May 26, 2023. The meeting 
team from CUST included Dr Sahar 
Fazal, Dean FHLS, Dr. M. Kamran Naqi 
Khan, Director ORIC, Dr. Amir Qayyum, 
Director ELIC, Dr. Sabahat Haqqani, 
HoD Psychology, Mr. Jahanzeb Sarwar, 
Manager (I&C), ORIC, Mr. M. Raheel 
Anjum Manager (RM), ORIC. Secours 
Islamique France (SIF) is a non-gov-
ernmental organization (NGO) of inter-
national solidarity with a social and hu-
manitarian vocation acting in the fields 
of humanitarian assistance and devel-
opment aid, in France and around the 
world.  
 The meeting started with the brief intro-
duction of the university and the faculty 
members regarding their educational 
profiles and research expertise pre-
sented by Director ELIC, Prof. Amir Qa-
yyum. This was followed by correspond-
ing introduction by Dr. Altaf Abro about 
SIF. He apprised CUST team about SIF 
major working domains like Water, Hy-
giene and Sanitation; Education and 
Child Protection, Orphan Sponsorship; 
Shelter and Rehabilitation; Food 
Security; Sustainable Reintegration; 

Advocacy actions with Decision-mak-
ers/Institutions etc.
After the brief introduction, the forum 
was opened for formal discussion. A 
number of key points/potential working 

areas were conversed in detail which 
included, Students Sponsorships/In-
ternships, Psychology Students Place-
ments, Human Resource Development 
and MS/PhD Projects.  
Both parties took keen interest to col-
laborate in the areas of mutual interest 
as highlighted above. The SIF Officials 
invited CUST faculty members and 
ORIC Team to visit SIF and present their 
research expertise, success stories and 
areas of mutual interest to explore col-
laboration prospects. The guests were 
acknowledged for their valuable time 
and interactive session.

Secours Islamique France (SIF) Visits CUST 
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Faculty of Computing organized 8th Ex-
cITe Cup on May 27, 2023. The event 

offered seven competitions, including: 
On-Spot Programming, Software Proj-
ect Exhibition, Quiz, E-Gaming, Table 
Tennis, On-Spot Poster Design and 

Hackathon. The event happened to be 
a massive opportunity for the students 

who wanted to showcase their skills and 
ingenuity. Around eighty-seven teams 
from ten different universities of Paki-
stan comprising of 250+ students from 

all over the country such as Wah Cantt, 
Kahuta, Rawalpindi and Islamabad reg-
istered themselves for different compe-
titions. Cash prizes, and shields were 
awarded to the winning teams. CUST 
bestowed the cash prizes of around Rs. 
250,000 to the position holders. One 
distinctive feature of Excite Cup was to 
award IT-Cup to university winning max-
imum number of competitions.  

The Department of English recent-
ly concluded its four-week Summer 
English School program, focusing on 
intensive IELTS preparation and dy-

namic speaking courses. The SES 
concluded with a closing ceremony on 
August 25, 2023 in which certificates 
were awarded to the students and fac-
ulty. This innovative initiative aimed to 
enhance participants' language skills 
and boost their confidence. The pro-
gram's success was evident through 
participants' remarkable progress in 
IELTS practice test scores. Engaging 

activities, including interactive discus-
sions, and activity-based content led 
to improved fluency and communica-
tion. The students provided positive 

feedback on their learning and un-
derstanding of the courses as these 
courses have improved their speaking, 
listening, reading, and writing skills. 
Dr. Umar Farooq, HoD, encouraged 
the students and congratulated them 
on the successful completion of their 
course. Dr. Zaigham, in charge of SES 
and instructor of IELTS, gave a com-
prehensive overview of the four-week 

program. Dr. Hashim and Ms. Faiza en-
couraged the students and motivated 
them to further excel in their courses 
by practically applying them in their 

daily endeavors. With overwhelming-
ly positive feedback, this immersive 
program stands as a testament to the 
department's dedication to language 
proficiency, delivering impactful edu-
cational experiences, and nurturing a 
global community of confident English 
speakers.

Department of English organized a Certificate Distribution Ceremony 

Faculty of Computing Organized 8th ExcITe Cup-2023 
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Department of Psychology organized 
a seminar on Psychopreneurship on 
March 23, 2023 Ms. Rabia Umar and 
Ms. Mehreen Aftab organized the sem-

inar. Ms. Nigar Noor, a versatile and 
experienced academic expert on Spe-
cial and Early Education, was the guest 
speaker. The main objective of the 
event was to bring in experts of psychol-
ogy domain and give students an expo-

sure of industry and practical field. The 
session began with a welcome note by 
Ms. Mehreen Aftab. The Guest speaker 
shared extensive knowledge regarding 

the topic and emphasized on getting 
knowledge, skills and the social per-
ceptiveness to become an educational 
psychologist in Pakistan. In addition, 
tolerance, comprehension skills and the 
need to adept to different methods and 

working environments were equally em-
phasized. The seminar concluded with 
a question answer session and vote of 
thanks.

Department of Accounting & Finance 
organized an awareness walk on ‘SDG-
12: Sustainable Consumption and Pro-

duction’ on June 6, 2023. The purpose 
was to raise awareness among students 

regarding SDGs and their importance in 
academics. Sustainable consumption 
is the use of products and services in 

ways that minimize the harmful impacts 
on the environment in order to meet 

not only existing human needs but also 
for the future generations. Sustainable 
consumption and production refer to the 
use of services and related products, 
which respond to basic needs and bring 
a better quality of life while minimizing 
the use of natural resources, release 
of toxic materials and the emissions of 
waste and pollutants over the life cycle 
of a service or product. 
Different colorful posters and banners 
were made by the students of Account-
ing & Finance conveying the message 
on SDGs and awareness on how to 
ensure sustainable consumption and 
production pattern, save the resources, 
act responsible, conserve the goods, 
reduce, reuse and recycle and plana-
tion drive.

Training Workshop on
Professional Writing Skills

The Department of English organized a 
comprehensive five-day training work-
shop on Professional Writing Skills from 
August 07, 2023 to August 11, 2023 for 
the university's academic officers and 
staff, led by the proficient trainer, Ms. 
Asma Naz. The workshop was success-
fully conducted with the aim of enhanc-
ing participants' written communication 
abilities. Over the course of the work-
shop, participants engaged in a series 
of interactive sessions focused on key 
aspects of effective writing, including 
clarity, coherence, conciseness, and 
appropriate tone. Practical exercises, 
real-life examples, and hands-on ac-

tivities were employed to reinforce the 
concepts discussed. The workshop 
facilitated skill development in various 

forms of written communication, such 
as emails, memos, reports, and official 
documents. Participants actively prac-
ticed revising and editing their written 

work, incorporating proper grammar, 
punctuation, and formatting. Overall, 
the workshop provided valuable in-

sights and practical tools to improve 
participants' professional writing skills, 
enabling them to communicate more 
effectively in their respective roles.  

Awareness Walk on ‘SDG-12: Sustainable Consumption and Production’ 

Department of Psychology Organized
a Seminar on Psychopreneurship
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Blood Donation Camp
VIS Directorate-CUST, in collaboration 
with Jamila Sultana Foundation, orga-
nized a blood donation camp. Managed 
by Mr. Naeem Saud and Mr. Nouman, 
the event had an extensive participation 
from students and faculty members. 
The camp recorded seventy-five blood 
donations and one hundred and forty 
CP performances, with volunteerism 
playing a crucial role. The efforts were 
acknowledged by Jamila Sultana Foun-

dation, extending gratitude to the do-
nors, the Vice Chancellor, the Director 
of Student Affairs, VIS-CUST team, and 
all supporters for their contribution to 
this noble cause.
  

Seminar on ‘Devaluation of 

Currency in Pakistan’

A seminar entitled ‘Devaluation of Cur-

rency’ was organized by the Depart-
ment of Management Sciences on May 
26, 2023. Mr. Jawad Ahmed Khan, ACA, 
Director Nadra was the guest speaker. 
The seminar aimed to shed light and 
raise awareness on the causes, conse-
quences, and potential solutions to the 
ongoing issue of currency devaluation 
in Pakistan. Devaluation is the deliber-
ate downward adjustment of a country's 
currency value. In the current scenario 
trade imbalance, political instability, 
inflation, interest rates, debt burden, 
and a lack of foreign investment are the 
main reasons of devalue of currency. 

The event concluded with a souvenir 
presentation to the guest speaker by Dr. 
Lakhi and Ms. Javeria Khalid.

Department of Psychology organized a 
symposium on ‘Contemporary Trends 
in Psychology’ on March 01, 2023. Ms. 
Sadaf Zeb and Ms. Aysha Aneeq were 
the event organizers whereas, Emi-
nent and versatile experts including Dr. 
Rubina Hanif, Director NIP, Quaid-e-
Azam University Islamabad; Dr. Sajida 
Naz, Associate Professor, Fatima Jin-
nah Women University, Rawalpindi; Dr. 
Saima Kalsoom, Asst. Professor, Bahria 
University, and Dr. Rayna Sadia Asst. 
Professor, Rawalpindi Women Universi-
ty were among the guest speakers. The 
session began with the recitation of the 
Holy Quran and a welcome note by Pro-

fessor Dr. Muhammad Umar Farooq, 
Head of the English Department.

Dr. Sajida Naz talked about post-COVID 
trends in Psychology and how we have 

grown personally and professionally af-
ter this immense change in lifestyle. Dr. 
Rubina Hanif focused on the concept of 
digital era and psychological challeng-
es. Dr. Saima Kalsoom mainly highlight-
ed the advancements in organizational 
Psychology. Dr. Rayna Sadia made the 
session very interactive by bringing in a 
quite new and interesting topic of Traffic 
Psychology. The presenters enthusias-
tically replied to all the questions raised 
in question answer session. The event 
concluded with a vote of thanks by Dr. 
Sabahat Haqqani and distribution of 
souvenirs among the guests by Profes-
sor Dr. Muhammad Umar Farooq.

Symposium on ‘Contemporary Trends in Psychology’

Seminar on Latest Trends in Organizational Behavior and
Importance of Emotional Labor

The seminar entitled “Latest Trends in 
Organizational Behavior and Impor-
tance of Emotional Labor” was orga-
nized on  June 08, 2023 under Ms. Maria 
Mashkoor’s supervision. The objective 
of the seminar was to make the graduat-
ing students aware of the latest trends in 
organizational behavior that are chang-
ing the working landscape. The guest 
speaker was Dr. Noreen Akhter, the 
Deputy Director, Senior Psychologist at 
the Centre for Counseling and Career 
Advisory (C3A), NUST. In her talk she 
highlighted five latest trends in organi-
zational behavior impacting the work-
ing landscape, and how being aware 
of those can help organizations stay at 
the top of the game and ensure mean-
ingful change progress. She also high-

lighted the impact of machine learning 
and Artificial Intelligence in reshaping 
organizational learning. She also em-
phasized that students need to develop 
the ability to quickly adapt to and apply 
new information. She further added that 
to achieve organizational learning it is 
important for the decision-makers to 
adopt a facilitator mindset, rather than 
policing only. Furthermore, she educat-
ed students regarding the concept of 
emotional labor and how it can take a 
toll on one’s mental and physical health. 
It involves controlling one's feelings, 
expressions, and reactions to meet the 
expectations of others or conform to so-
cietal norms. The seminar was followed 
by question answer session and souve-
nir presentation to the guest speaker.
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On May 26, 2023, the Department of 
Accounting & Finance, under Ms. Rabia 
Habib’s supervision, took an initiative 
to host a seminar on "Comparing Is-

lamic Banking & Conventional Banking: 
Key Features & the Differences." The 
event was orchestrated with precision, 

attracting the eager audience interest-
ed in understanding the fundamental 
distinctions between these two bank-
ing systems. Mr. Usama Ehsan, a re-

spected member of the Shariah Board 
at Bank Alfalah Limited led the seminar. 
His expertise in Islamic finance and 

conventional banking made him an ide-
al speaker to shed light on this critical 
subject.
Mr. Usama Ehsan provided a compre-
hensive overview of the principles and 
practices that underpin Islamic banking 
and compared them with those of the 
conventional banking. The seminar was 
an opportunity for the participants to 
deepen their conceptual understanding 
of the two banking systems and equip 
themselves with the valuable knowl-
edge that would help them excel in their 
academic pursuits and professional ca-
reers. The seminar also served as a tes-
tament to the institution's commitment 
to promoting academic excellence and 
providing community with access to 
valuable industry insights.

The Department of Psychology ar-
ranged an industrial trip to Shifa Neu-
rosciences Institute, Shifa International 
Hospital, Islamabad on Tuesday, Jan-
uary 3, 2023. The visit was arranged 
for BS Psychology students to provide 
them an exposure to child assessment 
and psychotherapy. Neurosciences In-
stitute is committed to restore patient’s 
physical, sensory, communication and 
cognitive capabilities that might lose 
due to severe injury, illness or disease. 
The resource person, Ms. Sadaf Arif 
provided an overview of the patient 
services that institute provides which 
include physical therapy, speech pa-
thology/therapy, and occupational as 
well as behavioural therapy. Ms. Sadaf 
along with her team highlighted vari-

ous management techniques of Autism 
Spectrum Disorder (ASD) which is basi-
cally a neurological and developmental 
disorder that affects how people inter-

act with others, learn and behave. In 
addition, each section head provided 
a detailed working mechanism of their 

department. Students asked relevant 
questions during the information ses-
sion, gave positive feedback and sug-
gested to organize such visits in the fu-

ture as well. Overall, it was a productive 
visit and proved to be a great source of 
knowledge for all.

The Department of Psychology Arranged an Industrial Trip to Shifa International Hospital

Seminar on ‘Comparing Islamic Banking & Conventional Banking: Key Features & Differences’

SPELL (Students' Panel of English Lit-
erature and Linguistics) organized an 
event entitled ‘Fearless Faces’ which 
aimed at encouraging individuals to 
confront their fears. The event was held 
on March 17, 2023. A number of par-
ticipants took part in the public speak-
ing activity and spoke candidly about 
their fears. The event was graced by 
the presence of the esteemed patron 
of SPELL, Ms. Asma Qandeel and the 
chief guest, Dr. Saqib Zaigham. The 
participants demonstrated tremendous 

courage and resilience as they shared 
their personal experiences of facing 
their fears. Their speeches were filled 

with inspiration and motivation, encour-
aging the audience to take on their fears 
and overcome them.

SPELL organized a speaking activity entitled ‘Fearless Faces’
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The Capital Arts and Literary Club re-
cently marked the end of its success-
ful annual tenure with a grand Certifi-
cate Distribution Ceremony. This event 
served as a celebration of the club's 
achievements and a recognition of the 
efforts made by its members through-
out their tenure. The ceremony, held on 
June 15, 2023, was a momentous oc-
casion where certificates were award-
ed to the Executive Council, General 
Body members, and participants of 
various events organised by the club.
Certificates were awarded to all the 
participants who actively took part 
in the various events organised by 
the society in order to recognize their 
skills, creativity, and enthusiasm. The 
club organised a wide range of events 
over its tenure, providing a platform for 
students to showcase their talents and 
engage in meaningful artistic and liter-
ary pursuits. Among the notable events 
were the Water Conservation Day 

Painting Competition, where students 
demonstrated their artistic abilities 
while raising awareness about the im-
portance of water conservation. Addi-
tionally, the Kashmir Day Declamation 
Competition provided a platform for 

students to express their opinions on 
the issue of Kashmir through impactful 

speeches.
The Capital Arts and Literary Club 
fostered an environment for critical 
thinking and intellectual discussions 
through their Critical Discourse Circles. 
These sessions allowed participants to 
engage in thoughtful debates on vari-
ous topics, honing their analytical and 
communication skills. Certificates were 
awarded to the members who active-
ly participated in these circles, recog-
nizing their commitment to intellectual 
growth and their ability to engage in 
constructive dialogues.
The club also had the privilege of send-
ing delegations to prestigious events 
such as Model United Nations confer-
ences and the National Literary Festi-
val. These delegations represented the 
university and showcased the talent 
and intellectual prowess of the Capital 
Arts and Literary Club members. Cer-
tificates were presented to the dele-
gation members, acknowledging their 
outstanding representation and their 
contribution to the university's reputa-
tion in these events.

Faculty Development Team, Department 
of English, Capital University of Science 
and Technology, Islamabad, organised 
a symposium on English studies un-
der the theme ‘Imagination, Creativity, 
and Representation’ on May 09, 2023. 
Prof. Dr. Shahid Siddiqui, Dean Facul-
ty of Social Sciences, Lahore School 
of Economics, Lahore; Prof. Dr. Sarwet 
Rasul, Dean Faculty of Social Sciences, 
FJWU, Rawalpindi; Dr. Munazzah Ya-

qoob, Associate Professor, IIUI; Dr. Mu-
hammad Kamal Khan, Associate Pro-
fessor, AIOU, Islamabad, honoured the 
occasion with their insightful talk. The 
keynote speakers presented their views 
on the importance of Literature, Linguis-
tics, Research, and English Language 
Teaching. Furthermore, different social 
and academic issues were highlighted 
by the presenters, and how to cope and 
possibly resolve these issues. Students 

and teachers from different institutions/
universities participated and appreciat-
ed the diversified themes. They made 
the event a success via questions and 
answers session at the end. The sym-
posium lasted for two and a half hours, 
and Head of English Department, Prof. 
Dr. Muhammad Umar Farooq conclud-
ed the event with a note of thanks, and 
awarded shields to the keynote speak-
ers as a token of appreciation.

Department of English organised a symposium on 
‘Imagination, Creativity, and Representation’ 

CALC Organized a Certificate Distribution Ceremony 
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SPELL (Students’ Panel of English Lit-
erature and Linguistics) organized a 
fun and creative storytelling session on 
March 10, 2023 wherein participants 
were challenged to write a short story in 
thirty minutes. The event was hosted by 
the Chairperson of SPELL, Qurat ul Ain 
Fatima, and was attended by special 
guests Dr. Saqib Zaigham, Ms. Uzma 
Arshad, and the Patron in Chief of 

SPELL, Ms. Asma Qandeel. The event 
was a fast-paced session where partici-
pants were encouraged to unleash their 
inner writer and let their imaginations 
run wild. The host guided the partici-
pants about the rules. They were given 
a prompt and had to write a short story 
in just thirty minutes. The prompt was: 
‘You're a dragon who has been torment-
ing the town of Goldenburg for years 

but now there's competition. "No one 
can terrorize these people but me," you 
think’. 

SPELL arranged a Speed Scribing Showdown 

Members from ELIC and CSO visited 
NAB on May 11, 2023. The meeting 
aimed to explore NAB’s collaboration 

with various universities. Representa-
tives from a number of universities par-
ticipated in the discussion. From CUST 

Ms. Ameena Saeed, Manager ELIC, 
and Mr. Badar Abbas, Manager CSO 
participated in this meeting. Mr. Fahim 

Qureshi, Additional Director at NAB, ini-
tiated the discussion by highlighting the 
need to utilize university platforms for 

this purpose. The main agenda focused 
on conducting seminars on crime and 
corruption in universities, incorporating 
NAB slogans and messages during uni-
versity events, and addressing the issue 
of fake news on social media platforms. 
NAB expressed its willingness to col-
laborate with universities in conducting 
awareness-raising seminars, webinars, 
and related events. NAB also proposed 
organizing a logo competition within 
universities, involving students in creat-
ing logos aligned with NAB's preamble.
It was recommended that universities 
support NAB by conducting surveys to 
assess students' perception and gather 
improvement suggestions. Creating vi-
sual ads following NAB's preamble was 
proposed by CUST. In conclusion, the 
meeting facilitated constructive discus-
sions on enhancing NAB's image and 
collaboration with universities.

Anti-Corruption Activities in Educational Institutions

Social Welfare Club, under the supervi-
sion of Faculty of Pharmacy, organized 
‘Tribute Hour’ to commemorate the 
services of some big names of history 
in the current era that have served hu-
manity in various ways, rendering their 
lives for the said mission. The activity 
entitled ‘Tribute Hour for Social Work-
er’ was held on February 27,2023. 
The event was designed to educate 
and spread awareness for sustainable 
development and lifestyles, human 
rights, gender equality and promotion 
of a culture of peace and non-violence. 
Members and executives presented the 
services of Mother Teresa, Mam Ruth 
Pfau, Sir Abdul Sattar Edhi, Shehzad 
Roy, Dr. Muhammad Amjad Saqib and 
many others.

Faculty of Pharmacy Organized Tribute Hour for Great Social Workers of the History/Globe 
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A Seminar on Treatment and Aware-
ness of Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA) 
was held on March 21, 2023 by Strive 

Trust, an oldest partner of VIS. It was 
a great opportunity to raise awareness 
and educate students about this rare 

genetic disorder that affects the mus-
cles and causes progressive weakness. 
Dr. Muzaffar Abbas, Dean Faculty of 

Pharmacy, along with his faculty mem-
bers and team of VIS Directorate were 
also a part of the seminar and a large 

number of students attended it.
The seminar commenced with the rec-
itation of the Holy Quran and introduc-
tory speeches by Mr. Shabib Khan, a 
physiotherapist and volunteer of Strive 
Trust and Mr. Makhzan Ijaz, the student 
body president by Strive Trust. Later 
on, the Chairman of Strive Trust, Mr. Ya-
sir Khan, was invited to give a talk on 
SMA. Mr. Khan, who is also a patient 
of SMA, briefly introduced Strive Trust, 
SMA, medicine of SMA, availability of 
this medicine in Pakistan and price of 
the medicine. Dr. Muzaffar Abbas, ex-
pressed his gratitude to Mr. Yasir Khan 
and his team for visiting CUST and con-
ducting an informative seminar. He also 
thanked the Manager of VIS for suc-
cessfully organizing the seminar.

***

Department of Bioinformatics & Bio-
sciences, organized a Career Coun-
seling Session at Fazaia Inter College 
Nur Khan on March 09, 2023. Career 
counseling provides students with both 
decision-making skills and the knowl-
edge needed for future career and life 
choices. Mr. Muhammad Ammar and 
Ms. Rafia Shakeel, Students of depart-
ment of bioinformatics and biosciences, 
delivered the session. More than 150 
students of Fazaia Inter College partici-
pated in this session.
Mr. Muhammad Ammar and Ms. Ra-

fia Shakeel discussed various career 
paths available in the health sciences 
field, including medical professions, 
nursing, public health, and allied health 
professions. They also highlighted the 
required educational qualifications and 
experience for each career path, as 
well as the job outlook and potential 
earnings. The counselors also provid-
ed guidance on tailoring resumes, net-
working, and job searching strategies. 
The principal of FIC Nur Khan highly 
appreciated this session, then a souve-
nir was presented to Dr. Erum Dilshad 

on behalf of Department of Bioinformat-
ics & Biosciences CUST. 

Career Counseling Session at Fazaia Inter College Nur Khan

Department of Bioinformatics & Biosci-
ences organized an interactive seminar 
on ‘Bio-Entrepreneurship’ on March 
10, 2023. Bio-entrepreneurship is the 
integration of biological information 
with business domains. It is the flow of 
biological knowledge and academic in-
novations to business and industry for 
the development of viable products and 
services.  Dr. Ibrar Ahmed, CEO Alpha 
Genomics, was invited as a speaker 
to deliver lecture under the light of his 
broad experience. He is an expert in 
genomics, molecular evolution, plant 
molecular biology and next generation 
sequencing.

The purpose of the seminar was to 
guide and aware the participants with 
the most updated knowledge about 
Bio-entrepreneurship, its scope, po-
tential and opportunities. The seminar 
was organized by Dr. Sania Riaz for the 

students of MS and PhD Bioscienc-
es. Closing remarks were given by the 
Chief Guest, Dr. Sahar Fazal, Dean De-
partment of Bioinformatics & Bioscienc-
es, who then presented the souvenir to 
the guest.

Interactive Seminar on Bio-Entrepreneurship

Seminar on Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA) by Strive Trust
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The Department of Bioinformatics and 
Biosciences organized an Occupation-
al Health and Safety training workshop 
on August 07, 2023 under the supervi-
sion of Dr. Erum Dilshad. Dr. Tahira Sha-
hid, was the guest speaker, who is a 
public health expert, with extensive ex-
perience in the health profession, and 
is also radio and TV Broadcaster. She 
is also a motivational speaker, and an 
entrepreneur. 
She started her talk by introducing the 

relevance of occupational health to her 
expertise. She discussed different ter-
minologies of occupational health and 
various issues faced by people in ac-
ademia as occupational health threats 
and how to handle them. She described 
various threats to academia that can 
lead to permanent damage to the ca-
reers of academicians to be aware of 
them. She also described strategies 
that must be opted for dealing with such 
issues. At the end of the talk, Dr. Tahira 

Shahid was presented a souvenir. Occupational Health and Safety Workshop 

Department of Bioinformatics & Biosci-
ences organized a one-day hands on 
training on Capacity Building for Bio-

safety Practices on March 08, 2023. Dr. 
Shehryar Ahmed and Dr. Sajjad Ahmed 
were the instructors for this workshop. 
Dr. Sajjad Ahmed is the founder of 
PDRL, Senior Lab Technologist in CDC. 
Dr. Shehryar Ahmed, is the member of 

Pakistan biological Safety education, 
a health professional and educationist. 
This workshop was based on the objec-

tives to be achieved regarding biosafety 
practices. This was done to help the stu-
dents, the lab technicians, researchers 
of masters and PhD levels to acquire 
the basic knowledge which seems ba-
sic yet crucial to be practiced and build-

ing capacity on such practices. 
Dr. Sajjad Ahmed delivered a detailed 
talk on waste management, followed 
by an activity where participants ad-
dressed improvised emergency situa-
tions by applying their prior knowledge 
and sharing opinions. The purpose of 
the workshop was to equip participants 
with the most updated knowledge 
about Capacity Building for Biosafety 
Practices. The workshop was organized 
by Dr. Arshia Amin Butt for the students, 
researchers and lab technicians from 
all over Islamabad. Closing remarks 
were given by our Chief Guest Dr. Sa-
har Fazal, Dean Faculty of health and 
life Sciences, and presented the souve-
nir to the guest.

***

One-day Hands on Training on Capacity Building for Biosafety Practices

Cultural Day was organized on March 
22, 2023 to celebrate the diversity and 
richness of cultures from around the 
Pakistan. The event aimed to promote 
cultural understanding and apprecia-
tion among students and to celebrate 

Pakistan Day. Event activities included 
a vibrant and colorful affair, featuring 
different culture representations. The 
celebration of Cultural Day was a great 
success, and it provided students with 
an opportunity to learn, reflect, and 

engage in meaningful activities that 
promotes our rich culture. The event re-
ceived positive feedback from the par-
ticipants, who appreciated the diversity 
and richness of the activities.

Career Counseling Session at Fazaia Inter College Nur Khan
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Pharma Spark Society, Faculty of Phar-
macy organized an activity on March 
22, 2023 entitled, ‘Every Drop Counts, 
Save the Water - Save the World’ on 
World Water Day to raise awareness 
regarding the importance of freshwater 
and inspire actions to tackle the water 
and sanitation crisis. The primary goal 
of this activity was to motivate people 

to become more knowledgeable about 
global water challenges and to take ap-
propriate action to make a difference.
The event initiated with a 10-min walk 
across the campus with cutouts. It was 
followed by a group photo posed with 
cutouts/posters. The event was well at-
tended by reputable faculty members, 
Dr. Nadia Shamshad, Miss. Nitasha 

Gauhar, Dr. Muzaffar Abbas, Head, 
Faculty of Pharmacy, and Dr. Ishtiaq 
Hassan, Director DSE-CUST. Videogra-
phy during the event gathered students' 
perspectives on water's significance. 
All the participants received heartfelt 
thanks for their contributions in raising 
public awareness about water's impor-
tance.

Faculty of Pharmacy Organized an Activity Entitled  
‘Every Drop Counts, Save The Water-Save The World’ 

GENIX Society-Personality Grooming 
Club, Department of Bioinformatics & 
Biosciences organized a World laugh-
ter day program on May, 26 2023. The 
program commenced with Muhamad 
Tayyab, a first-semester student, taking 

the stage to perform his stand-up com-
edy act. He captivated the audience 
with his witty remarks and humorous 

anecdotes, setting a cheerful tone for 
the event. After Tayyab's performance, 
second-semester student Abid Ur Rah-
man took the stage to share his hu-
morous writing with the audience. Rah-
man's funny jokes and clever wordplay 

delighted everyone, evoking laughter 
from all around. Abdullah Aziz and Ab-
dullah Faiz, two talented individuals, 

showcased their impeccable acting and 
comedic timing in a one-act play, leav-
ing the audience in splits. They further 
entertained by mimicking various per-
sonalities, demonstrating versatility and 
talent. To enhance the event's charm, 
senior students were invited to exhibit 
their unique talents, each adding their 
brand of laughter and amusement, 
showcasing creativity and enhancing 
the program's enjoyment.
As the program approaches its end, the 
host took the stage and concluded with 
a delightful poetry recitation, bringing 
smiles to everyone. The GENIX World 
Laughter Day program succeeded in 
its objective of spreading laughter, joy, 
and camaraderie among the attendees. 
The event served as a testament to the 
talent and creativity of the students, 
leaving a lasting impression on all those 
present.

***

GENIX Society Celebrated WORLD LAUGHTER DAY
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On May 27, 2023, the Sports and Ad-
venture Club of Genix Society orga-
nized a trip to Islamabad Wildlife Man-

agement Board (IWMB). Club Leader, 
Anisa Tariq directed the trip under the 
supervision of Senior Lecturer Mr. Sami 

Ullah Jan. Around 50 students went 
on the trip. WMB officers delivered a 
detailed lecture on the biodiversity of 

animals in Margalla Hills National Park 
and their environmental significance. 
They also accompanied the students 

on hiking at Trail 5, Islamabad and dis-
cussed the diversity of plants and ani-
mals found there. Margalla Hills Nation-
al Park boasts remarkable biodiversity, 
with a rich variety of plant and animal 
species in its lush forests, meandering 
rivers, and streams. It serves as a sanc-
tuary for endangered and rare species, 
highlighting the significance of biodiver-
sity in its natural setting
After an informative session and ad-
venturous hours of hiking, students had 
lunch and headed to Lake View Park. 
They visited Birds Villa and observed 
various bird species. The trip ended in 
the evening, leaving students with valu-
able knowledge about biodiversity in 
Pakistan and research prospects for fu-
ture scientists. They eagerly anticipated 
more such educational and adventur-
ous trips in the future.

***

Department of Civil Engineering, in 
collaboration with American Society of 
Civil Engineers (ASCE) Capital Chap-
ter and Directorate of Sustainability 
and Environment (DSE), arranged an 
awareness walk on World Water Day 
and Tree Plantation 2023 with the aim 
of raising awareness regarding impor-

tance of planting tree, environmental 
conservation, and sustainable practic-
es. Students and faculty from different 
departments participated in the walk. 
Participants started walk, carrying ban-
ners, placards, and signs with slogans 
promoting tree plantation and environ-
mental conservation, the participants 

marched through designated routes in 
the University. The walk aimed to grab 
the attention of bystanders, spreading 
the message and raising awareness 
about the significance of tree plantation 
and world water day for a healthier eco-
system.

***

AWARENESS WALK: WORLD WATER DAY AND TREE PLANTATION

Educational and Recreational Trip to
Islamabad Wild Life Management Board

Civil Engineering department arranged 
a site visit for its students on May 29, 
2023. It was related to their Construction 
Engineering course topic ‘Excavation 
and Construction for Sub-structure’. Site 
visits provide students with an opportu-
nity to witness the real-life application of 
the theories and principles they learn in 
the engineering classroom. It also helps 
them bridge the gap between theory 
and practice, enhancing their overall 
understanding of the subject. The vis-

it site was a new block construction in 
Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC), 
G-5/2, Islamabad. The site in-charge 
Engr. Nauman explained the on-going 
project and its important aspects. After 
the initial briefing, students were asked 
to visit around the building and note all 
the important points related to the topic. 
A detailed visit of building was also ar-
ranged under the supervision of course 
instructors and site in-charge. Psycho-
motor part of the experiment was also 

performed by the students and evaluat-
ed by the respective instructors.

Department of Civil Engineering arranged a Site Visit
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The Directorate of Volunteer in Service 
(VIS) of Capital University of Science 
and Technology keeps the flame of 
tradition alive by hosting another capti-
vating VIS orientation session for more 
than 700 students. This transforma-
tive event brings together passionate 
individuals dedicated to make a posi-
tive impact on their communities. The 

pre-departure orientation session was 
held on June and July 2023. The orien-
tation began with the recitation of Holy 
Quran. The VIS Directorate explained 
aims and objectives of VIS community 
service program and instructed on how 
to fulfill the requirements of this activity.
The Directorate placed all students in 
forty-three different partner organiza-

tions all over Pakistan in Spring-2023 
and Summer-2023. Each organization 
offered students an opportunity to con-
tribute their time and efforts towards 
meaningful activities. This diverse en-
gagement aligns with the university 
commitment to fostering a culture of 
volunteerism and community service 
among its students.

CUST Unveils the Power of Volunteerism: A Recap of the VIS Orientation Sessions 2023

The Memorandum of Understanding 
(MoU) ceremony was held on February 
23, 2023 between Department of Psy-
chology and International Research Force 
(IRF), Islamabad. Ms. Rabia Batool was 
the event organizer. Dr. Sabahat Haqqani, 
HoD Psychology welcomed the honour-
able guests Syed Yahya Sheraz, CEO, Dr 
Hana Mehmood, Director and Ms. Sa-
man Mujeeb, Group Manager. The aim of 
the MoU was to bridge the gap between 
academia and industry. In order to work 
professionally both the parties agreed to 
mutual collaborations on designing and 
conducting research in  public healthcare, 

internship placement opportunities for 
psychology graduates, launch commu-

nity engagement programmes, and con-
duct workshops, seminars, and training. 
Dr. Sabahat Haqqani, HoD Psychology, 
and Mr. Syed Yahya Sheraz, CEO of IRF 
signed the MoU.

MoU between CUST and International Research Force 

Department of Psychology and Peh-
chaan Clinic, Islamabad signed a Mem-
orandum of Understanding on February 
24, 2023. Dr. Sabahat Haqqani, HoD 
Psychology Department welcomed Ms. 
Tahira Javed, the CEO and Head Psy-
chology- Pehchaan Clinic. The aim of 
MoU is to bridge the gap between ac-

ademia and industry. In order to work 
professionally, both parties agreed to 
collaborate on internship placement 
opportunities for our graduates, launch 
community engagement programmes, 
conduct workshops, seminars and the 
trainings. Dr. Sabahat Haqqani and Ms. 
Tahira Javaid signed the MoU. 

MOU Signing between CUST and Pehchaan Clinic Pharma Spark Society Celebrated

Character Day
Character day was organized on March 
19, 2023 to provide an opportunity to 
promote positive character traits and 
values, which are essential for personal 
and professional success. By highlight-
ing the importance of qualities such as 
honesty, respect, and responsibility, 
Character Day helped to see these val-
ues among students and encouraged 
them to adopt these traits in their daily 
lives. The celebration of Character Day 
was a great success, and it provided 
students with an opportunity to learn, 
reflect, and engage in meaningful ac-
tivities that promote character devel-
opment. The event received positive 
feedback from the participants, who 
appreciated the diversity and richness 
of the activities.

***
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VIS directorate requested its for-
ty-five different partner organizations 
to hold closing ceremonies, wherein 

more than 700 CUST student volun-
teers were placed. The closing cer-
emonies were held in Al-Khidmat 

Aghosh Homes, Pakistan Girl Guide 
Association (PGGA), Special Edu-
cation, The NGO World, Islamabad 
Traffic Police (ITP) and various other 
organizations.

Certificate distribution Ceremony for VIS-CUST Students 

CUST frequently organizes visits to var-
ious organizations with the intention of 
fostering collaboration and partnership. 
These visits serve as a pivotal opportu-

nity for the university to establish con-
nections. Following this trend, Deputy 
Director VIS visited Behbud Associa-
tion of Pakistan on February 03, 2023. 
President Mrs. Abida Saleem Malik and 

Dr. Naveen Falak briefed them on as-
sociation activities. It was decided that 
ten students from each semester will 
join Behbud, engaging in social work, 

community services, first aid training, 
field activities, and self-esteem building 
lectures. Behbud's President thanked 
CUST for the impactful joint effort.

VIS CUST - Exploring Collaborative Opportunities

Civil Engineering department arranged 
Pharma Spark Society, Faculty of Phar-
macy organized an awareness walk to 
mark World TB Day on March 24, 2023. 
The event intended to intensify the ef-
forts to stop the global TB epidemic 

and to educate the public about the de-
structive effects of tuberculosis (TB) on 
one's health, society, and economy. The 
event was well attended by reputable 
faculty members Dr. Nadia Shamshad, 
Miss. Nitasha Gauhar. Moreover, the 

awareness walk's brilliance was boost-
ed by the involvement of the students. 
All participants and staff members were 
gratefully acknowledged for attending 
the occasion and bringing attention to 
the World TB Day. 

Faculty Of Pharmacy Organized Awareness Walk to Mark ‘World TB Day’ 
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The Walk of Sustainability 
A healthy environment is a must  for 
growth and development of human 
society. To raise awareness regarding 
how to protect our environment, the fac-
ulty and students from Department of 
Psychology arranged a walk on March 
17, 2023. They all actively participated 
in it by making  different posters and 
banners, depicting the importance of 
environment. This activity introduced 
them to the significance of a healthy 
environment and they pledged that they 

would play their part from now onward 
in making environment clean and better 

for themselves and for the future gen-
erations. 

Department of Accounting & Finance 
arranged a visit to National Institute of 

Banking and Finance (NIBAF) on May 
18, 2023. The students visited NIBAF 
under Dr. Nousheen Bhutta, Ms Aroosa 

Zia and Mr. Hafiz Adnan’s supervision. 
It was an enriching experience that 

provided a deep insight into the State 
Bank of Pakistan. The resource person, 
Mr. Sajid Ali highlighted different attri-

butes of State Bank through practical 
examples, and disseminated informa-
tion about their Monetary Policy and 
Research Review Department. He also 
discussed the importance of financial 
planning and saving, the effect of in-
flation and loan deposit ratio on money 
supply, and the economic development 
of the country. One of the highlights was 
getting an overview of different train-
ing sessions for banking professionals. 
These courses are designed to provide 
a comprehensive understanding of 
banking concepts and their application 
in a real-world setting. The session was 
followed by a question answer session 
and students asked several relevant 
questions from the NIBAF representa-
tive.

Department of Accounting & Finance Arranged a Visit to NIBAF

Protection of property rights, effective 
law enforcement, and efficient bureau-

cracies, together with a broad range 
of norms are found to be strongly cor-
related to better economic performance 
over time. This aims to explain why in-
stitutions are important to economic 
development and to provide evidence 
for the arguments made. An awareness 
walk on United Nations SDG 16 (Peace, 
Justice, and Strong Institutions) was or-
ganized on May 19, 2023, under Ms. 
Javeria Khalid’s supervision. The objec-
tive of the activity was to raise aware-
ness, give knowledge of justice to stu-
dents and maintain peace everywhere. 

A peaceful nation makes progress 
toward development and growth. The 

walk aimed to highlight the significance 
of UN SDG 16 in creating peaceful and 

inclusive societies. Participants carried 
banners and engaged in discussions, 
emphasizing the need for accountable 
institutions, reduced corruption, equal 
access to justice for all and fostering a 
culture of peace as well as stability in 
communities.

United Nations’ SDGs Awareness Walk
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Awareness Seminar on 
‘Study in France’

ELIC organized an awareness seminar 
on ‘Study in France’ on March 6, 2023. 
The seminar aimed to provide students 
interested in pursuing higher studies in 
France with information for benefits of 
pursuing a degree in France, the appli-
cation process, scholarships and living 
expenses etc. The event was attended 
by the students of 7th and 8th semes-
ter from all the departments of CUST. 
The seminar was conducted by Ms. Ar-
ifa Sultana, Program Officer - Cultural 
and Cooperation Affairs, Embassy of 
France in Pakistan and Ms. Fabiha Aziz, 
Campus France Officer. They provided 
an overview of the higher education 
system and the opportunities available 
to Pakistani students in France.
The seminar offered a thorough look 
at studying in France, with an engaged 
audience asking insightful questions. It 
was informative, helping students un-
derstand the benefits and challenges of 
studying in France. 

On June 09, 2023, the Department of 
English organized a ceremony to cele-
brate the achievements of the students 
and launch of SPELL Magazine VOL 2. 
This day became a memorable mile-
stone as the department not only rec-

ognized the students' accomplishments 
but also unveiled the much-anticipated 
launch of SPELL Magazine Volume 
2, the first-ever student magazine at 
CUST.
During the ceremony, faculty members 
expressed their sincere appreciation 

for the students' unwavering dedication 
and hard work throughout the semester. 
The exceptional talents and tireless ef-
forts of the students in various academ-
ic and extracurricular activities were 
praised.

To conclude the event on a joyous note, 
the Drama Club presented a short 
drama play. The play, ‘Mind Your Lan-
guage’, filled with humour and excite-
ment, entertained the audience and 
brought smiles to their faces.

Department of English broadened the 
horizon of its activities to the communi-
ty as a part of the CUST strategic plan 
by organizing a series of ELT Semi-
nars. The teacher development sem-
inars were organized in collaboration 
with the Federal Directorate of Edu-
cation on June 20, 2023 at Islamabad 
Model College for Girls, Humak, Islam-
abad. A group of forty-five senior En-
glish language school teachers attend-
ed the teacher development seminars 
on Reading Skills, Speaking Skills, 
and Assessment and Evaluation. 
The trainers Ms. Sajida Jabeen, Ms. 
Faiza Arshad, Dr. Saqib Zaigham, Ms. 
Uzma Arsahd, Mr. Maqsood, and Ms. 

Asma Qandeel from the Department 
of English conducted the sessions. 
The trainers involved the participants 
through hands-on practice activities 
and shared their perspectives and ex-
periences on English language teach-
ing. The FDE teachers enthusiastically 
participated in the activities and in the 
ongoing discussions on how to execute 
different teaching materials in a more 
effective manner. At the end, Prof. Dr. 
Muhammad Umar Farooq, Head of En-
glish department, and Ms. Asiya Khan, 
Principal of the host institution honored 
the occasion with their closing remarks 
and awarded the certificates to the 
trainers and participants.

Department of English Organized a Series of Seminars on 
English Language Teaching for FDE Teachers 

Department of English Launches SPELL Magazine Volume 2 
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Color of Unity was organized on 
March 09, 2023. The Color of Unity 

event promotes diversity and inclu-
sivity among students and staff. The 

event celebrated the cultural and eth-
nic diversity on campus and promot-
ed a sense of community among the 
university's student. Different colors 
were given to students, with each col-
or representing a different batch. This 
allowed students to easily identify and 
connect with others. Additionally, stu-
dents celebrated one dish party and 
the event had a great turnout with a 
wide variety of dishes from different 
cultural backgrounds available for ev-
eryone to try. Students and staff were 
able to connect with each other while 
sharing their cultural cuisine.

Pharma Spark Society celebrated an event entitled ‘Color of Unity’

Sports activities are integral to the de-
velopment of a person's personality and 
character. They also provide a distrac-
tion from tedious routine and other ills 
of society. For young people, it is espe-
cially crucial to support their physical 
and mental development as well as the 
development of their capacities.  The 
provision of suitable facilities for healthy 
physical activities, such as a gymnasi-
um, fields for different sports, and club 
membership, is something that CUST 
places a special focus on. With a com-
prehensive spectrum of conventional 

sports including football and cricket as 
well as indoor sports facilities for table 
tennis and chess, university sports and 
physical activity facilities are continually 
expanding. Additionally, the gym offers 
the chance to participate in a variety of 
exercise activities.
Interdepartmental competitions were 
held for both male and female students 
as well as faculty during the Spring 
2023 semester to promote sportsman-
ship and a healthy feeling of compet-
itiveness.  Pharmacy, Bioinformatics 
and Biosciences, Computer Science, 

Software Engineering, English, Ac-
counting and Finance, Management 
Sciences, Psychology, Electrical Engi-
neering, Mechanical Engineering, and 
Civil Engineering were the departments 
that enthusiastically participated. Foot-
ball and Cricket competitions were held 
for male students. While for female stu-
dents, table tennis (singles) and table 
tennis (doubles) were organized. More-
over, cricket and chess was organized 
for male faculty members, while table 
tennis and chess was organized for fe-
male faculty members.

Interdepartmental Sports Competitions Spring-2023
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CUST ICONS

Dr. Sahar Fazal 
Dean, Faculty of Health and Life Sciences

Can you please introduce yourself 
and give a brief description of your 
educational and professional expe-
rience?

After the end of my formal education, 
I joined Department of Entomology, 
Bahuddin Zakariya University. Later, I 
received a scholarship to pursue PhD 
at South China Agriculture Univer-
sity, Gunagzhou, China, followed by 
post- doc at the University of Sussex. I 
joined Mohammad Ali Jinnah Universi-
ty (CUST) as an Assistant Professor in 
2005 where I am a professor now. Be-
sides, I served as Head of the Depart-
ment for over a period of 4 years and in 
August 2022, I became Dean, Faculty 
of Health and Life Sciences.

Could you please share examples of 
successful initiatives or programs 
you have implemented in your cur-
rent leadership role that have ben-
efited the Faculty of Health and Life 
Sciences?

The department is dedicated to pro-
mote research excellence and educa-
tion through collaboration with public 
and private partners. Our core mission 
is to educate students in life sciences, 
prepare them for global leadership in 
science, and address significant glob-
al research challenges. I believe expe-
riential learning is of great importance. 
To facilitate a smooth transition from 
traditional classrooms to practical work 
environments and to increase student 
employability, we emphasize strongly 
on experiential learning. Therefore, our 
faculty has initiated specialized training 
programs held in well-equipped labo-
ratories, guided by expert instructors 
with a focus on practical skills required 
for industry-specific work and instilling 
confidence to navigate various pro-
fessional environments. Additionally, 
participation in industrial training im-
proves critical thinking skills, techni-

cal proficiencies, presentation skills 
while deepening the understanding of 
scientific concepts, ultimately improv-
ing job prospects. Biological sciences 
directly impact local communities, en-
compassing areas like environmental 
conservation, public health, and ag-
riculture. We effectively address local 
issues, making research more relevant 
and beneficial to the community. To 
promote research excellence and fac-
ulty and student engagement, I have 

always prioritized state-of-the-art lab-
oratories and research facilities. I firm-
ly believe that introducing innovative 
courses positions educational institu-
tions to proactively address contempo-
rary issues, from global health crises 
to environmental concerns and the 
latest advancements in biotechnology. 
Building upon insights from stakehold-
ers and alumni, we have implemented 
new programs which are exclusively 
designed to stay aligned with evolv-
ing trends and technologies, providing 

biological science professionals with 
lifelong learning opportunities like spe-
cialized courses in entrepreneurship, 
data analysis, and artificial intelligence 
tailored for applications in health sci-
ences.

How do you plan to engage and in-
spire both faculty and students of 
the Faculty of Health and Life Sci-
ences to excel in their research and 
studies?

Promote active engagement and in-
spire our faculty and students to excel 
in their research and academic en-
deavors, we have launched a series 
of lectures and workshops featuring 
distinguished experts and researchers 
within the realm of health and life sci-
ences. These gatherings ignite faculty 
and students while providing them ex-
posure to the latest research advance-
ments. 
The initiation of "research showcase 
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events," where faculty and students 
can present their research initiatives 
to the peers, has been introduced to 
engage and keep both faculty and stu-
dents motivated. In addition, collabora-
tion with industry and organizations in 
the health and life sciences is actively 
promoted, offering valuable real-world 
exposure and partnership opportu-
nities to both students and faculty. To 
enrich the learning experience further, 
connections have been established 
with local community in the domains of 
health, agriculture, environment, and 
related areas.

What strategies would you employ 
to ensure that your academic pro-
grams in Health and Life Sciences 
remain current and relevant?

To uphold this commitment, a system-
atic process has been established 
for the continual evaluation and en-
hancement of our curriculum, ensur-
ing that it remains synchronized with 
the most recent developments in the 
field. This comprehensive review is 
a collaborative effort, involving es-
teemed faculty members, industry 
experts, and accomplished alumni. 
Valuable insights from professionals 
and industry experts are also actively 
sought to discern the crucial skills and 
knowledge needed by our graduates 
to excel in practical, real-world sce-
narios. Furthermore, the collection of 
feedback from students, alumni, and 
industry stakeholders is prioritized 
to meticulously gauge the currency 
and relevance of our curriculum and 
to pinpoint areas necessitating im-
provement. In our relentless pursuit 
of academic excellence, a strong em-
phasis is placed on offering interdis-
ciplinary courses that faithfully mirror 
the multidisciplinary nature of health 
and life sciences. This commitment 
to interdepartmental collaboration 
nurtures a culture of innovation. To 
provide students with the latest cut-
ting-edge research exposure and fos-
ter a research-oriented mindset, fac-
ulty research findings are seamlessly 
integrated into the curriculum. Fur-
thermore, to enrich the educational 
experience, internships, practicums, 

and experiential learning opportuni-
ties are held in high regard, allowing 
students to gain firsthand experience 
in real-world healthcare and research 
settings, a pivotal facet of the strategy 
to maintain the relevance of our pro-
grams. Courses addressing interna-
tional issues within the realms of life 
and health sciences including global 
health challenges and cultural com-
petence are also offered. These equip 
students with the essential skills and 
knowledge needed to excel in diverse 
and complex environment. Moreover, 
faculty members are ardently encour-
aged to engage in a process of contin-
uous professional development which 
involves active participation in confer-
ences and collaborations with indus-
try partners, ensuring that our aca-
demic team remains at the forefront of 
the latest trends and research within 
ever-evolving domains of health and 
life.

In what ways do you see your fac-
ulty contributing to the university's 
commitment to research excel-
lence, innovation, and community 
engagement?

Supporting the university dedication to 
research excellence, innovation, and 
community engagement, we are deep-
ly involved in research initiatives that 
challenge the frontiers of knowledge, 
with a specific focus on biotechnology, 
microbiology, and biochemistry. Our 
faculty members actively collaborate 
with peers, diligently pursue external 
research funding, and disseminate 
their discoveries in esteemed scholarly 
journals; thus, bolstering the university 
research standing. Moreover, our ded-
ication to excellence is evident in our 
classrooms, where we provide lectures 
and seminars ranging from fundamen-
tal to advanced topics. We are strong 
proponents of nurturing critical thinking 
and problem-solving skills in our stu-
dents. Additionally, both students and 
faculty eagerly participate in entrepre-
neurial endeavors, including startup 
initiatives and innovations, which can 
benefit both our academic institution 
and the surrounding community. In 
addition to this, we promote research 

projects that underpin sustainability 
and environmental stewardship, har-
monizing with the university aspiration 
for community and global well-being. 
We actively interact with our alumni, 
forging partnerships, implementing 
mentorship programs, and unearthing 
funding opportunities that can serve as 
catalysts for research and innovation, 
all the while reinforcing our ties with 
the community. Moreover, we enthu-
siastically partake in policy dialogues, 
advocating for research funding, inno-
vation-conducive policies, and com-
munity-centric initiatives that align with 
the university mission.

How do you see the field of Health 
and Life Sciences evolving in the 
next decade, and how can your 
department stay at the forefront of 
these changes?

Advancements in genomics and bio-
technology will continue driving prog-
ress in gene editing, synthetic biology, 
and personalized medicine, signifi-
cantly impacting agriculture, health-
care, and environmental conservation. 
The COVID-19 pandemic has empha-
sized the need for intensified research 
in virology, epidemiology, and vaccine 
development. There is also growing 
awareness of the environmental im-
pact, leading to increased research 
in ecological conservation, climate 
change mitigation, and sustainable 
practices. Biological scientists play a 
key role in addressing community and 
public health challenges. Integration 
of biological systems with technology 
and AI will increase, extending to bio-
informatics and biologically integrated 
technologies. Applying biological re-
search to drive innovation, establish 
biotech startups, and advance bioen-
gineering will become more common. 
To stay at the forefront of Biological 
Sciences, the faculty should adopt a 
comprehensive approach involving 
research, education, collaboration, 
and adaptability. Faculty members 
must prioritize continuous learning, 
integrate cutting-edge technologies, 
and encourage innovative solutions.

Interviewer: Ms. Farrah Iqbal
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CUST ICONS

Mr. Hassan Mahmood Awan 
Controller of Examinations

What inspired/motivated you to be-
come a controller of examinations?

I started my career as an educator 
and then switched to the development 
sector as a communication officer and 
trainer. However, at a stage, I realized 
that I should quit and return to educa-
tion. Therefore, I joined administrative 
position at a university where I served in 
various positions for several years. Lat-
er, the university senior management 
offered me the Controller of Examina-
tions role. To make a long story short, 
serving in an educational set up is the 
sole inspiration that brought me to this 
particular position and the trust of the 
senior management is the core motiva-
tion that keeps me going.

What is the role of CUST Examina-
tions Office in assessments overall? 

The Examinations Office (EO) at CUST 
plays a crucial role in the assessment 
process to ensure fairness, integrity, 
and efficiency. Preparing examination 
timetables, creating seating plans for 
each venue, coordinating examination 
logistics, maintaining academic integri-
ty as well as exam security, managing 
student enrollment, observing grading 
process, and ensuring compliance with 
set standards, policies and procedures 
are some of the key responsibilities of 
EO. The Examinations office also com-
municates with the stakeholders includ-
ing students, staff and faculty regarding 
assessment-related matters, guide-
lines, regulations, and important dates 
in order to make the whole assessment 
process more efficient. It also random-
ly collects data on assessment perfor-
mance, prepares and presents reports 
and analysis to the senior management 
to help making informed decisions 
about curricula and instructional strat-
egies. 

How does the examination office 

adhere to HEC recommended stan-
dard assessment policies and pro-
cedures?

In order to adhere to HEC recommend-
ed standards, policies and procedures, 
the Examinations Office at CUST en-
sures that our staff is abreast of HEC 
guidelines and recommendations relat-
ed to assessment policies and proce-
dures to implement those consistently 
and fairly. This also includes guidelines 
on grading, examination formats, and 
evaluation criteria. Exam office also 
ensures transparency in assessment 

processes, such as making grading cri-
teria and examination results available 
to students and faculty members. In 
addition to this, the examination office 
maintains the security, confidentiality 
and integrity of examination materials 
and processes. Also, the assessment 
tools and methods are utilized following 
HEC guidelines. This includes incor-
porating various assessment methods 
such as assignments, quizzes, proj-
ects, mid-term and final examinations 
into the overall grading structure. Fur-
thermore, we maintain accurate and 
organized records of examination re-
sults, assessment procedures, and any 

changes made in accordance with HEC 
guidelines. Last but not the least, Exam-
inations Office ensures that students, 
faculty, and staff are informed about any 
changes or updates regarding exam-
ination policies and procedures in line 
with HEC recommendations.

How the fairness/quality/consisten-
cy/transparency of the examination 
process is ensured to produce qual-
ity graduates?

We at CUST try to achieve transparency 
by publishing clear policies and guide-
lines and also through standardized 
assessments, diverse evaluation meth-
ods, external reviews, feedbacks and 
continuous assessment. From the very 
beginning, we are making use of mod-
ern technology and database which 
help us in maintaining transparency and 
consistency. The ongoing profession-
al trainings of the staff and the student 
involvement by getting their feedback 
also help us ensure the overall quality 
of the examination process. We have in-
stalled the CCTV cameras everywhere 
from the exam department to the exam 
halls which are continuously monitored 
by a dedicated team especially during 
the examinations. The use of unfair 
means is never tolerated by any means. 
The committee to investigate the unfair 
means cases is constituted, which in-
vestigate the cases and give decisions 
based on merit.
 
What are some of the key assess-
ment challenges in Higher Educa-
tion and how does the CUST Ex-
aminations Office overcome those 
challenges?

Assessment challenges in higher edu-
cation include academic integrity, fair-
ness, workload, feedback, and tech-
nology integration. The examination 
office addresses these challenges by 
implementing security measures, giving 
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trainings, sharing the workload during 
exam, facilitating data analysis through 
QEC, adopting technology in the form 
of university portal for students, staff 
and faculty and by promoting diverse 
assessment methods. We tried to over-
come such challenges through cco-
llaboration, communication among 
students, staff and faculty and through 
continuous improvement. The exam-
ination office works collaboratively with 
faculty, administrative departments, 
and students.

Which strategies should be em-
ployed in the examinations cell to 
improve its performance in future?

To enhance the performance of the 
examinations cell, a multifaceted ap-
proach is necessary. Although we 
have streamlined the exam processes 
overall by using advanced technology, 
and have strengthen standardized op-
erating procedures (SOPs), there are 
some areas that we need to work on 
e.g., exam staff specialist trainings and 

implement robust security measures to 
prevent any kind of malpractice. Similar-
ly, for exam quality materials, the quality 
control processes also need to be im-
proved on regular basis. More transpar-
ency, feedback collection, and continu-
ous improvement must be emphasized. 
By employing these strategies, the ex-
aminations cell can further improve its 
efficiency, fairness, and reliability in the 
examination process.

Interviewer: Ms. Naveeda Haq

CUST SHINING STARS

Dr. Mubarak Hussain Haider 
CUST Alumni

What was the main reason for 
choosing CUST for a doctorate de-
gree in Management Sciences? 

Based on my experience here, I can say 
that it is a quite disciplined institute that 
not only guides and caters students’ 
needs but helps them to complete their 
PhD degree on time. I think, the Gradu-
ates Office, CUST must be given credit 
for all such accomplishments.

What did you think of the degree 
you earned in terms of skills and 
knowledge and how it helped you in 
career advancement?

I was also an entrepreneur and my de-
gree has definitely supplemented my 
theoretical knowledge with practical ap-
plication. Today, when I teach students 
at different universities, I try to inculcate 

the practical application of theories in 
business. 

How were the campus life and extra-
curricular activities offered there?

The Campus is well maintained and 
extraordinary in terms of environment. 
A neat and clean look with sports-re-
lated activities breaks the monotony of 
university attendance. The environment 
excites students to stay on campus 
which I believe is very important in cre-
ating and maintaining positive learning 
behaviour.

What did you enjoy the most in your 
academic experience? What were 
the most positive aspects?

To be honest, I enjoyed the discipline as 
well as the caring and sharing environ-

ment. Students are supported in terms 
of all academic needs and are listened 
to everywhere in terms of their needs 
and demands. 

What advice would you give to 
someone who has recently joined 
CUST, so that they cultivate their 
skills to be successful?

Those who have recently joined, they 
must comply with the university rules 
and regulations, follow discipline, and 
visit Graduate Office frequently. It is 
also good for a PhD student to join an 
organization to implement the learnt 
theories and concepts in real world sit-
uations. This will help him accomplish 
his PhD with practical knowledge and 
enhanced skills.

Interviewer: Ms. Naveeda Haq

SOCIETY IN FOCUS

CUST Helping Hand  
Society Description: 

CUST believes co-curricular activities 
are an integral part of a quality edu-
cational process. To advance mission 
of the university, CUST Helping Hand 
(CHH) is a student society at the univer-
sity level which aims to promote com-
munity work among the student body 
with a core strength of 350-plus mem-

bers. Ms. Maria Mashkoor, Assistant 
Professor, FoMS is the patron of the 
society. CHH philosophy is ‘Everyone 
Matters’ and the aim is to bring ease in 
people's lives by catering to a variety of 
philanthropic activities like basic food 
pantry, education, medical, qarz-e-has-
na, marriage, entrepreneurial support, 
orphan support programme and com-
munity uplift projects). Students indulge 

into many different capacities of com-
munity service activities and are en-
abled to apply skills and techniques to 
carry out need analysis in the surround-
ing community to provide solutions to 
the common man problems. All the proj-
ects are funded through the Patron’s 
personal resources while the students 
are required to provide their managerial 
skills and time. 
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Achievements:

Last year, 210 community service proj-
ects were completed.  This semester, 22 
projects have already been completed, 
10 are in process and 15 are on need 
analysis stage. CHH also managed 
to initiate and successfully carry out a 
recycling project in which used exam-
ination sheets were recycled into note 
books that were distributed amongst 
poor school going children and also for 
university usage. This was the first of 
its kind project in CUST which received 

great appreciation. All events press re-
leases along with photos are available 
on the CUST Student Affairs Page and 
All about CUST page on Facebook. In 
the current semester, three of the ma-
jor projects include winter clothes drive 
for the orphans and old age home res-
idents, recycling project phase II and 
personal grooming and management 
are in the process of MoU signings with 
different schools.    
To join CHH, auditioned interviews are 
a must to pass. This involves identify-
ing a case, verifying it, and submitting 

the proposal (CHH case take-up form 
is available on the data server) to the 
Patron. Once the proposal is approved, 
funding is allocated by the Patron and 
task is carried out. The task documenta-
tion along with receipts are to be submit-
ted for case closure. Senior CHH mem-
bers accompany the first-time joiners to 
guide them at each step. Students can 
join CHH anytime. At the end of every 
semester, members list is filtered and 
membership of those who have not per-
formed any community service task in 
the previous semester is cancelled.

CLUB IN FOCUS

CUST Girls Club
Introduction

CUST Girls Club is a platform that was 
created for the sole purpose of creating 
a safe space for all the girls of CUST to 
feel welcomed. Over the years, since 
its creation, it has delivered successful 
events and various opportunities that 
have nurtured our students and allowed 
them to enjoy themselves. It has slowly 
become a creative outlet that challeng-
es and empowers the women in our uni-
versity by gathering their interests and 
celebrating them thoroughly. 
We aim to cultivate the talents of our 
students and allow them to learn about 
their hidden expertise while encourag-
ing students to challenge themselves 
and get out of their comfort zones to 
try new experiences that we bring to 
them in the form of co-curricular events 
and competitions. Keeping our female 
students informed and fueling them 
academically is a prime objective. This 
goal is achieved by conducting various 
seminars that discuss the most critical 
current dilemmas and social topics that 
are relevant to the generation. Dr. Dur-
e-Shehwar Sagheer is the patron of the 
club and has been looking out for the 
best interests of the female students 
since its establishment of in 2012.

Team 
Patron: Dr. Dur-e-Shehwar Sagheer
President: Khadeeja Sagheer
Vice President: Nimra Farrukh
Media Head: Emaan Mehmood

General Secretary: Esha Sabir
Executive Members: Saira Fayyaz, Yus-
ra Tanveer, Umme Aiman, Zainab Noor

Vision

To create a platform that revolves 
around providing educational excel-
lence, equality in opportunities, and a 
safe and inclusive environment to the 
CUST girls while also building a strong 
community amongst female students. 
We want to prepare them for their fu-
ture, so they can lead a successful life 
while also making sure their university 
life is a time of enjoyment with their fel-
low students. 

Mission

CUST Girls Club aims to empower and 
educate female students to excel aca-
demically, develop strong leadership 

skills, and make a positive impact on 
society. Our mission is to provide a plat-
form for all girls where they can partici-
pate without hesitation and have a nur-
turing and inclusive environment that 
celebrates their femininity and strength-
ens their full potential.

Scope of Events

1. Breast Cancer Awareness
2. Color Week
3. Naat And Qirat competitions
4. Women empowerment campaign
5. Girls Gala
6. Awareness Campaigns 
7. Seminars on medicinal issues
8. Competitions
9. Workshops
10. Social Awareness for humanitarian 

causes
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No. Name Designation Highest  
Degree

Area of Spe-
cialization

Passing  
Year

University

1.  Dr. Muhammad Furqan  Assistant Professor PhD Information and 
Communication     
Engineering

2021 Southeast University Nanjing, 
China

2.  Ms. Huma Sheraz  Associate Lecturer MS Software
Engineering 

2021 Mirpur University of Science and 
Technology MUST, AJK

3.  Dr. Uzma Rani  Assistant Professor PhD Psychology 2022 University Sains Malaysia,
Malaysia

4.  Ms. Rubina Shoukat  Associate Lecturer MPhil Pharmacology 2022 QAU, Islamabad
5.  Mr. Shamas Gulfam Qureshi  Associate Lecturer MPhil Pharmacology 2021 Riphah Int. University,

Islamabad
6.  Ms. Farah Haneef  Senior Lecturer MPhil Computer

Science 
2016 QAU, Islamabad

7.  Ms. Sania Tabassum  Associate Lecturer MPhil Biochemistry 2022 Arid Agriculture University, 
Rawalpindi

8.  Mr. Ahsan Rafiq  Lecturer MPhil Pharmacology 2018 The Islamia Uni. of Bahawalpur

New Induction (March 01, 2023 to August 31, 2023)

PUBLICATIONS - 2023
Faculty of Engineering (FoE)

[1] M. A. Chaudhary and M. M. Ahmed, 
“Pseudoelliptic waveguide filters us-
ing U-shaped ridge resonators,” IEEE 
Transactions on Circuits and Systems 
II: Express Briefs, vol. 70, no. 2, pp. 
371–375, 2023, (IF= 4.4).

[2] S. Shafique, U. Munir, M. M. Ahmed, 
and K. S. Karimov, “Fabrication and 
characteri- zation of orange dye, 
graphene and silicone adhesive com-
posite based flexible humidity sen-
sors,” Journal of Materials Science: 
Materials in Electronics, vol. 34, no. 7, 
p. 622, 2023, (IF= 2.8).

[3] Q. U. Memon, U. Munir, U. F. Ahmed, 
and M. M. Ahmed, “An efficient tech-
nique to predict DC characteristics 
of nano-FinFETs using a deep neural 
network,” Journal of Computational 
Electronics, vol. 22, no. 1, pp. 230–
241, 2023, (IF= 2.1).

[4] M. U. Tahir, U. Rafique, M. M. Ahmed, 
S. M. Abbas, S. Iqbal, and S.-W. Wong, 
“High gain metasurface integrated 
millimeter-wave planar antenna,” In-
ternational Journal of Microwave and 
Wireless Technologies, pp. 1–12, 
2023, (IF= 1.4).

[5] A. M. Khan, M. M. Ahmed, U. Rafique, 
and S. Khan, “Design, Analysis and 

Fabrica- tion of an Inside-Grooved 
Slotted Waveguide Array Antenna 
for HPM Applications,” IEEE Access, 
vol. 11, pp. 50 116–50 129, 2023, (IF= 
3.9).

[6] A. M. Khan, M. M. Ahmed, and U. 
Rafique, “Experimental study of rf–
plasma inter- action using a low-pres-
sure dc glow discharge tube for mpc,” 
Electronics, vol. 12, no. 3, p. 551, 
2023, (IF= 2.69).

[7] A. I. Bhatti, H. M. Y. Naeem, Y. A. Butt, 
and Q. Ahmed, “Optimal control 
based eco-driving solution for con-
nected battery electric vehicle on a 
signalized route,” Au- tomotive Inno-
vation, 2023.

[8] A. Mahmood, F. ur Rehman, and A. I. 
Bhatti, “Range guidance for subsonic 
unpowered gliding vehicle using inte-
gral action-based sliding mode con-
trol,” International Journal of Dynam-
ics and Control, pp. 1–11, 2023.

[9] A. I. Bhatti, H. M. Y. Naeem, Y. A. 
Butt, and Q. Ahmed, “Energy Econ-
omization using Connectivity-based 
eco-Routing and Driving for Fleet of 
Battery Electric Vehicles,” IEEE Trans-
actions on Transportation Electrifica-
tion, 2023, (IF= 6.519).

[10] A. Saeed, A. I. Bhatti, and F. M. Malik, 
“LMIs-Based LPV Control of Quadro-

tor with Time-Varying Payload,” Ap-
plied Sciences, vol. 13, no. 11, p. 
6553, 2023, (IF= 2.838).

[11] A. B. Mehmood, I. A. Taj, and M. Gha-
foor, “Palmprint enhancement net-
work (PEN) for robust identification,” 
Multimedia Tools and Applications, 
pp. 1–28, 2023, (IF= 2.577).

[12] S. Batool, I. A. Taj, and M. Ghafoor, 
“Ejection Fraction Estimation from 
Echocardio- grams Using Optimal Left 
Ventricle Feature Extraction Based on 
Clinical Methods,” Diagnostics, vol. 
13, no. 13, p. 2155, 2023, (IF= 3.992).

[13] A. B. Mehmood, I. A. Taj, and M. K. 
Ghafoor, “Minutiae Selection Algo-
rithm (MSA) for Efficient Palmprint 
Matching,” Expert Systems with Ap-
plications, pp. 0957–4174, 2023, (IF= 
8.665).

[14] S. Kanwal and I. A. Taj, “CVit-Net: A 
conformer driven RGB-D salient ob-
ject detector with operation-wise at-
tention learning,” Expert Systems with 
Applications, p. 120075, 2023, (IF= 
8.665).

[15] W. A. Toor and M. Ashraf, “Perfor-
mance Analysis of Learning-Based 
Disturbance Observer for Pulsed Su-
perconducting Cavity Field Control,” 
Electronics, vol. 12, no. 7, p. 1556, 
2023, (IF= 2.69).
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[16] M. Naeem and U. A. Khan, “A PLL-Less 
Fourier Analysis Based Self-Synchro-
nizer for Synchronverter having Un-
interrupted Power Supply Capability,” 
e-Prime-Advances in Electrical Engi-
neering, Electronics and Energy, vol. 
5, p. 100257, 2023.

[17] Z. Zhang, Y. Li, C. Xinguo, Y. Wang, 
B. Niu, D. Li Liu, J. He, B. Pulatov, I. 
Hassan, and Q. Meng, “Impact of cli-
mate change and planting date shifts 
on growth and yields of double crop-
ping rice in southeastern China in fu-
ture,” Agricultural Systems, vol. 205, p. 
103581, 2023, (IF= 6.765).

[18] M. W. Zaffar and I. Hassan, “Hydraulic 
investigation of stilling basins of the 
barrage before and after remodelling 
using FLOW-3D,” Water Supply, vol. 
23, no. 2, pp. 796– 820, 2023, (IF= 
1.768).

[19] M. W. Zaffar, I. Hassan, U. Latif, S. 
Jahan, and Z. Ullah, “Numerical In-
vestigation of Scour Downstream of 
Diversion Barrage for Different Stilling 
Basins at Flood Dis- charge,” Sustain-
ability, vol. 15, no. 14, p. 11032, 2023, 
(IF= 3.9).

[20] M. W. Zaffar and I. Hassan, “Numeri-
cal investigation of hydraulic jump for 
different stilling basins using FLOW-
3D,” AQUA-Water Infrastructure, Eco-
systems and Society, vol. 72, no. 7, pp. 
1320–1343, 2023, (IF= 1.9).

[21] M. H. Zahoor, N. Shaheen, and M. Ali, 
“Identification of Critical Factors Lead-
ing to Cost Overrun in Building Proj-
ects Based on Literature Research,” 
2023.

[22] M. A. Javaid and M. Ali, “Influence of 
Waste PET Bottle Particles and Steel 
Fibers on Fresh Properties of Con-
crete,” Sustainable Structures and 
Materials, An International Journal, 
vol. 6, no. 2, pp. 49–57, 2023.

[23] T. Ahmad, N. Shaheen, and M. Ali, “A 
Review of Sustainability Indicators for 
Small- scale Construction Projects 
by Private Contractors,” Sustainable 
Structures and Ma- terials, An Interna-
tional Journal, vol. 6, no. 2, pp. 32–41, 
2023.

[24] S. A. Janjua and M. Ali, “AA Review on 
Properties of Concrete Having Crumb 
Rubber as Partial Replacement of 
Fine Aggregates,” Sustainable Struc-
tures and Materials, An International 

Journal, vol. 6, no. 2, pp. 42–48, 2023.
[25] A. Khan and M. Ali, “Consideration 

of simple approaches for structural 
health moni- toring of structures in de-
veloping countries-An overview,” Sus-
tainable Structures and Materials, An 
International Journal, vol. 6, no. 1, pp. 
139–143, 2023.

[26] M. Shah and M. Ali, “Fresh Proper-
ties of Concrete having Banana Leaf 
Ash and Banana Fibres,” Sustainable 
Structures and Materials, An Interna-
tional Journal, vol. 6, no. 1, pp. 88–95, 
2023.

[27] S. Ahmed and M. Ali, “Mortarless 
Structures with Hollow Interlock-
ing Blocks–A Re- view,” Sustainable 
Structures and Materials, An Interna-
tional Journal, vol. 6, no. 1, pp. 96–
100, 2023.

[28] M. U. Shahid and M. Ali, “An Overview 
of Construction Waste Management,” 
Sus- tainable Structures and Mate-
rials, An International Journal, vol. 6, 
no. 1, pp. 121–126, 2023.

[29] A. U. Rehman and M. Ali, “An overview 
on use of waste plastic for soil stabi-
lization,” Sustainable Structures and 
Materials, An International Journal, 
vol. 6, no. 1, pp. 64–67, 2023.

[30] K. Batool, B. Alshameri, F. Raza, A. 
Haider, and M. Ali, “Normalization of 
geotech- nical sustainability assess-
ment tool (Geo-SAT) using multiple 
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